
  

 

 

RTI Disclosures 
 
1. Round Table International 
Round Table International (RTI) collects personal information such as name, surname, 
country, phone number, email, birthday, and reasoning through the Join Us form on 
round-table.org. This information is shared with associations in the country where the 
form was filled, and with RTI E-Club if no associations exist in the country. Any 
information provided to RTI must be in compliance with local data privacy and security 
laws and regulations. RTI uses this data for purposes of distributing acknowledgments 
and recognitions, along with statistical documentation of donations and recognitions 
made, unless a donor has provided additional information to RTI through other means, 
which may be utilized to improve a member’s experience. Users must provide explicit 
consent before their personal information is shared with any third parties. RTI will never 
sell or share personal data, including donor information, with any unrelated third 
parties. Users have the right to access, modify, or delete their personal information by 
contacting RTI. For additional information on how RTI uses your data and protects your 
privacy, please visit our Data Privacy Information page. 
 
2. Tabler.World 
Tabler.World collects personal information such as first and last name, birth date, e-mail 
address, language preference, member number, and Round-table membership (if 
applicable), and may track service activity participation, conversations, and invites sent 
within the application. RTI takes data security and privacy seriously and only uses this 
information for the specific application unless users have provided additional 
information to RTI through other means. Users must use this application in compliance 
with local laws and regulations. Users must provide explicit consent before their 
personal information is shared with any third parties. Users have the right to access, 
modify, or delete their personal information by contacting RTI. For additional information 
on how RTI uses your data and protects your privacy, please visit our Data Privacy 
Information page. 
 
3. RTI E-Club 
RTI E-Club collects personal information such as name, surname, country, phone 
number, email, birthday, and reasoning through the Join Us form on round-table.org. 
This information is used to contact the person who filled in the form. Any information 
provided to RTI must be in compliance with local data privacy and security laws and 
regulations. RTI uses this data for purposes of distributing acknowledgments and 
recognitions, along with statistical documentation of donations and recognitions made, 
unless a donor has provided additional information to RTI through other means, which 
may be utilized to improve a member’s experience. Users must provide explicit consent 
before their personal information is shared with any third parties. RTI will never sell or 
share personal data, including donor information, with any unrelated third parties. 



 

 

 

Users have the right to access, modify, or delete their personal information by contacting 
RTI. For additional information on how RTI uses your data, please visit our Data Privacy 
Information page.  
 
4. Round Table Family 
Round Table International has a very good and deep working relationship with round 
table Family members. These Are 41 international, Ladies Circle International, Agora 
International and Tangent Club International. As we work to gether on many fronts like 
sharing activity`s and other mutual interested information we will never share personal 
information with these parties with out explicit consent of the user. 
 
5. Round Table Cares  
RTC uses certain donor information including name, address, city, state, country, postal 
code, amount of donation, honor of acknowledgement name, special occasion address, 
honor of acknowledgement address, donation recipient name and address, award 
recipient name, and award recipient ship to address. Any information provided to RTI 
must be provided in a manner that is consistent with local data privacy and data security 
laws and regulations. RTI only uses the data provided for purposes of distributing 
acknowledgments and recognitions, along with statistical documentation of donations 
and recognitions made, unless a donor has provided additional information to RTI 
through other means, which may be utilized to improve a member’s experience. We will 
never sell or share your Personal Data, including but not limited to donor information 
collected online or offline, with any unrelated third parties. For additional information 
on how RTI uses your data, please visit our Data Privacy Information page.  
 
6. Round Table International Service Projects/Programs 
RTI Service Programs has a form where Round Table members or non members can 
submit there projects. We use here name, surname, club country, phone number, email, 
Club number and Project details. All information goes to our RTI Service Officer. Any 
information provided to RTI must be provided in a manner that is consistent with local 
data privacy and data security laws and regulations. RTI only uses the data provided for 
purposes of distributing acknowledgments and recognitions, along with statistical 
documentation of donations and recognitions made, unless a donor has provided 
additional information to RTI through other means, which may be utilized to improve a 
member’s experience. We will never sell or share your Personal Data, including but not 
limited to donor information collected online or offline, with any unrelated third 
parties. For additional information on how RTI uses your data, please visit our Data 
Privacy Information page.  
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